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iNtrODUCtiON
in 2010, independent Curators international (iCi) 
launched Project 35, a program of single-channel 
videos selected by 35 international curators who each 
choose one work from an artist they think is important 
for audiences around the world to experience today. 
the resulting selection was presented simultaneously 
in more than thirty venues around the globe, inspiring 
discourse in places as varied as skopje, Macedonia; 
Lagos, Nigeria; tirana, Albania; Cape town, south 
Africa; storrs, Connecticut; New Orleans, Louisiana; 
Berlin, Germany; Los Angeles, California; and taipei, 
taiwan.
 the diversity of venues mimics the list of 
participating curators, whose selections reflect their 
current interests and research, and most often their 
local regions. Collaborating with and drawing from 
various international perspectives and universally 
sharing ideas is core to iCi’s mission. What better 
way to do so than through an exhibition of video, 
which is one of the most important and far-reaching 

mediums for contemporary artists today? though 
surprisingly still absent or not adequately understood 
in many institutions, video art offers broad access 
and connection to artists’ works and ideas. video, 
which has been in existence even longer than iCi, 
is the ideal medium for increasing the visibility 
of international artistic practices and expanding 
networks. 
 traveling video art is not new to iCi. Video Art 
USA, curated in 1975 by Jack Boulton (then director 
of the Contemporary Art Center, Cincinnati, Ohio) and 
suzanne Delehanty (then director of the institute of 
Contemporary Art of the University of pennsylvania, 
Philadelphia) was the first exhibition organized by 
ICI and was the first international video art exhibition 
to tour Latin America, providing an important bridge 
between the Latin American and Euro-American art 
worlds.
 With Project 35: Volume 2, iCi again draws 
from its extensive network of curators to trace the 
complexity of regional and global connections 
among practitioners and the variety of approaches 
they use to make video. the works presented in this 
volume, produced between 2001 and 2012, explore 
the contemporary concerns of international curators. 
Many focus on memory and change; notions of place 
and identity; fiction and history; and performance 
and documentation. though the works are rooted 
in the artists’ homelands and derive from personal 
experience, their impact resonates globally.
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sHEZAD DAWOOD
The New DreAm mAchiNe ProjecT, 2011
Super 16mm color film transferred to HD video, with sound
15 min.
Courtesy of the artist and paradise row, London

selected by 
ABDELLAH KArrOUM

New Dream machine Project by shezad Dawood was produced through a process of recreating the situations 
in which a series of memorable meetings occurred in 1960s tangier among a group of young African, European, 
and American artists and writers and activists, including Brion Jones, William Burroughs, and Mohamed 
Hamri, who were experimenting with alternative languages. these original meetings happened during an 
era when politicians and multinational organizations were developing tools of control and militarization. this 
group considered art ultimately to be an immaterial process. they created networks and spaces of resistance 
where they shared ideas for different models for societies. the artist’s father himself escaped from india to 
the Us in the 1960s and became a photographer of rock groups. By organizing an interactive music concert 
at the Cinémathèque de tangier in 2011 with the famous rif music group, the Master Musicians of Jajouka, 
and the cult British guitarist Duke Garwood, Dawood re-created those conditions in order to document a 
unique performance. 
 for the intervention, the artist built a large-scale version of the Dream Machine, a kinetic light sculpture 
conceived to have an effect on the viewer similar to deep meditation or dream sleep originally designed by 
Brion Gysin. Gysin’s invention was 50 cm high; Dawood’s re-creation was 300 cm high. Dawood also created 
a series of Gysin’s original-size Dream Machines out of recycled cans, in collaboration with workers from 
L’appartement 22’s workshop in fez, in 2011. preparing for the concert brought Dawood into another series 
of encounters and situations. Situating the project in Tangier was an acknowledgment of the influence of 
Sufism and Moroccan culture on Gysin. The project seeks to map a more global narrative of contemporary 
practices and ideas; the “souvenirs” of other times seem to originate from different spaces in present times. 
 The film is edited to the same flicker rate, both visually and sonically, as the Dream Machine. The final 
cuts and extreme contrast of flashing lights give the viewer the possibility to see the film twice—once with 
open eyes, as a document, and once with closed eyes, as an experience. 

—Abdellah Karroum
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ANNiKA EriKssON
wir SiND weiDer DA, 2010
16mm color film transferred to BlueRay, with sound
30 min.
Courtesy of the artist, NON Gallery, istanbul, 
and Krome Gallery, Berlin

selected by 
MAriA LiND

A similar sense of time being broken down, non descript of lost can be sensed in Eriksson’s video installation 
of wir sind wieder da. in this work, the viewer is confronted by a group of Berlin punks hanging out in a 
seemingly endless dark space. As one of the key local figures of the Berlin identity, the punks manifest their 
position with “doing nothing“. in the piece, failure as success appears as the motto in the subtext, and the 
glamour comes with smoke and wind. the punks appear like ghosts, but are still able to give us a feeling 
about future scenarios of how the tomorrow could be imagined.

—Annika Eriksson Press Release for “The Trilogy” Exhibition, Kunstlerhaus Stuttgart, 2012
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ANtANAs GErLiKAs
A wAlk, 2011
16mm color film transferred to DVD, silent 
3 min.
Courtesy of the artist

selected by 
virGiNiJA JANUsKEviCiUtE

Imagine that you see this film in a museum of technology or, better yet, in a museum of social networks. The 
lens of a camera effortlessly follows a dark greyhound through the streets of riga, its parks and museums. 
the dog and the camera pause to look at each other when the leisurely stroll brings them both to a gallery of 
historical painting: the frame captures a dog of exactly the same breed, resting along with a hunter in one of 
the canvases. Opposite the painting, the skinned branches of a lean stick, possibly a guide’s stick, point to 
nothing in particular, one of them curling back on itself. the museum blinks at the dog, and the dog continues 
the routine, quite cheerfully.

—Virginija Januskeviciute
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sArA rAMO
A BANDA DoS SeTe (BAND of SeVeN), 2010
single-channel color video, with sound
20 min., 35 sec.
Courtesy of the artist

selected by 
vErONiCA COrDEirO

A group of musicians moves around the circumference of an outdoor wall, disappearing and reappearing 
in random combinations, altering the composition of the music played by their instruments. inspired by the 
mechanism of a music box, the circular repetition is simultaneously continuous and erratic, playing with 
the spectator’s memory and sensorial expectations instigated through repetition. their strange clothes and 
masks made from fabric, cardboard, and straw produce a poetic fantasy, an otherworldliness enhanced by 
their effortless gliding. A band of anti-heroes, as the artist calls them, these characters change parts of their 
physical attributes as well as order of appearance each time they reappear from behind the wall: although 
part of a repetitive mechanical system, such changes introduce unexpected incongruities. repetition and 
difference occur simultaneously. At times all compositional elements (sound, image, and tempo) run in 
tandem with each other; at times they dissociate, overlapping or becoming isolated. As in a ghost train, once 
the musicians leave the scene they pursue some unknown course, which may be the ongoing circulation 
around the wall or some other distant journey.

—Veronica Cordeiro
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ALEXANDEr UGAY
BASTioN, 2007
8mm black-and-white film transferred to video, with sound 
5 min.
Courtesy of the artist

selected by 
LEEZA AHMADY

Working primarily in video and photography, Alexander Ugay is a seminal figure of the new generation of 
Central Asian contemporary artists, many of whom have exhibited widely in the region and abroad. Ugay 
co-founded “Bronepoezd” (“An Armored Train”) with Kyrgyz artist Roman Maskalev in 1999—a group of 
experimental Central Asian artists known for working with 16 mm film, using cameras manufactured in the 
early Soviet Union, and processing and editing the film manually. The resultant work is often dubbed “New 
romanticism” for its nostalgic look and feel of soviet avant-garde cinema. this technique lends itself well 
to Ugay’s explorations of memory and personal experience, which is often rooted in Central Asian history 
and its impact on contemporary reality. Bastion exemplifies the artist’s fascination with former Soviet utopian 
ideals and their influence on future generations. The work deploys the image of Tatlin’s Tower, which was 
a central symbol of triumph for the newly founded Ussr in an era characterized by revolutions, wars, and 
public cataclysms. the tower similarly characterizes Ugay’s personal reminiscences of the past and interest 
in the russian vanguard. for this work, he combined Hi-8 video and a three-dimensional architectural model 
to simulate tatlin’s unrealized tower. the enactments and style Ugay employs in Bastion are seamlessly 
integrated into this elegiac and poetic video.

—Leeza Ahmady
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JONAtHAs DE ANDrADE
PAcifico, 2010
Super 8 color film, with sound 
12 min.
Courtesy of the artist

selected by 
pABLO LEóN DE LA BArrA

in this animation, a massive earthquake erupts over the Andes, detaching Chile from the south American 
continent. As a consequence, the sea returns to Bolivia, restoring its lost coastline; Argentina gains coasts 
with both the Pacific and the Atlantic oceans; and Chile becomes a floating island adrift in the seas. 
 “In my visit to Bolivia in 2009, I was affected by the way the loss of the sea to Chile in the bloody Pacific 
War (1879–1884) was a delicate subject, unresolved, a real historical taboo. Even the smallest Bolivian book 
shops sell educational material for schools that didactically show the injustice of what was done: Chile’s 
cowardliness, the need to regain the lost sea and to defend the coast’s sovereignty. in Chile, the existence 
of the war is not emphasized: generally, it is taught that the whole coast has always been Chilean. in this 
project, the idea of the construction of truth and feelings about historical events interests me. Moral and civic 
didacticism is linked to my decision to work with paper and styrofoam, as they are the materials originally 
used for teaching in these regions. this aesthetic approach allows me to touch upon some other topics: the 
notion of truth as an ideological construction, the document’s relative trustworthiness, historical resentment 
as a social feeling, and the fabrication of mass commotion/emotion as political artifice.”

—Pablo León de la Barra
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DEANNA BOWEN
SUm of The PArTS: whAT cAN Be NAmeD, 2010
single-channel color video, with sound 
18 min., 20 sec.
Courtesy of the artist

selected by 
sriMOYEE MitrA

sum of the parts: what can be named is an eighteen minute performed oral history that recounts the 
disremembered journey of the Bowen family from its earliest documented history in Clinton, Jones County, 
Georgia, in 1815, as told by Deanna Bowen herself. Influenced by Eli Wiesel’s 1989 New York Times article 
regarding art, the Holocaust, and the trivialization of memory, the work chronicles the lives of family members 
who could not speak on their own behalf by delving into the unknown, retracing what is hidden, and reclaiming 
histories of those lost. Building on Katherine McKittrick’s writings about the ways in which Black space is 
bound to the unknown and the apparent intangibility of unseen/absent places, Bowen’s sum of the parts: 
what can be named works to reveal the ways in which contemporary art practices use language to define 
and “call” the self and greater black communities into being. the video is partially premised on a political/
geographical/historical understanding that slavery and the systems inherent to the slave trade erased much 
of the material links that connect many blacks to their past and their own “stories of being.” the video also 
takes up concerns of the use of language, visuality, orality, symbolic gesture, and storytelling in order to 
articulate sites that make no reference to the black body in the past, in space, on site, or in present tense.

—Srimoyee Mitra
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WOK tHE rOCK
VerTicAl horizoN, 2011
single-channel color video, with sound 
9 min.
Courtesy of the artist

selected by 
DAviD tEH

Artists have seized upon webcam aesthetics, mining the videosphere for user-generated gold and scrap—from 
Laurel Nakadate’s awkward role play with lonely men to tactical aggregations like Natalie Bookchin’s Mass 
Ornament, Deborah Kelly’s tank-man tango, or Cory Arcangel’s cut-ups of bedroom musicians. With Vertical 
horizon, Yogyakarta-based artist Wok the rock takes a more observational stance, abiding by the peculiar 
durée of networked video, at once domestic and, in its formatting of the act of viewing, social or even viral. 
A young man stares at his desktop in bored fascination, head tilted to one side—an unconcealed reference 
to a legendary amateur porn video made by an indonesian rock star (Ariel, frontman of the band peterpan) 
on his cell phone, starring himself and a tv-soap starlet named Cut tari. Everyone you meet in indonesia 
has seen this video, distinctive for its 90-degree orientation, and for feats of cinematographic agility on the 
part of its actor-director. Ariel got three years in prison for his efforts, under a new and highly controversial 
anti-pornography law. indonesia, home to the world’s biggest Muslim population, is a progressive place in 
many ways, but conservatives have made gains by drumming up hysteria over modern society’s changing 
attitudes. vertical Horizon offers a succinct, specular portrait of a nation undergoing rapid cultural change.

—David Teh
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ARTisTs
Shezad dawood (b. 1974, London, UK) received his BA from Central st. Martin’s College of Art & Design, 
London, UK, both his MA fine Art and Mphil fine Art from the royal College of Art, London, and his phD in fine 
Art from Leeds Metropolitan University, UK. His artistic practice utilizes a range of media to address cultural 
and political issues such as internationality and integration. recent solo shows include Piercing Brightness, 
Museum of Modern Art Oxford and the Newlyn Art Gallery, UK (2012), as well as a solo show at KinoKino, 
sandnes, Norway (2012). His work has been included in numerous international fairs and exhibitions such 
as the 2011 videonale, Kunstmuseum Bonn, Katowice, poland (2011); illuminations (After Arthur rimbaud), 
Leila taghinia-Milani Heller Gallery, New York, Us (2010); the 53rd venice Biennale, Making Worlds, italy 
(2009); and the tate triennial, Altermodern, tate Britain, London (2009), among others. Dawood has written 
and contributed to numerous books, exhibition catalogues, and periodicals. He has also been the recipient 
of multiple awards and honors including the 2011 Abraaj Capital Art prize, 2008 Commissions East, and the 
2007 London Artist film and video Award (LAfvA). Dawood currently lives and works in London, UK.

annika erikSSon (b. 1956 in Sverige, Sweden) works primarily in video, documentary film, and installation, 
initiating various real life situations and activities, and documenting them to be presented in her preferred 
media. Her recent solo exhibitions include The Trilogy, Kunstlerhaus stuttgart, stuttgart, Germany (2012), 
The Great Good Place, KrOME Gallery, Berlin, Germany (2012), and wir Bleiben/The last Tenants, Galerie 
NON, Beyoğlu, Istanbul (2011). Ericksson has participated in various fairs and group shows, including 
the 2011 Basel Art fair, the 2005 venice Biennale, performa 05, and Dak Àrt, Biennal. Her work has 
been exhibited internationally at such venues as palais de tokyo, paris, Konsthall C, stockholm, Galerie 
vernerklausenWerner, Berlin, Hayward Gallery, London, among many others. Annika Eriksson currently 
lives and works in Berlin, Germany.

antanaS GerlikaS (b. 1978, Plungė, Lithuania) studied sculpture at the Vilnius Academy of Arts, 
Lithuania. Gerlikas is interested in the concept of a museum and its various conventions (i.e. spatial, temporal, 
ideological) in relation to the artwork itself and how these conventions are enacted in daily life. His artworks 
are primarily video and installation-based. Gerlikas’s film A Walk was recently screened for “Intermission,” a 
section of the international contemporary arts festival survival Kit 3, Contemporary Arts Center, riga, Latvia 
(2012), which was also the venue for his solo exhibition Needle eye (2011). He has participated in selected 
group shows including The museum Problem, frutta Gallery’s inaugural exhibition, rome, italy (2012), A 
Thing Spins a leaf by the Wind, kim? Contemporary Art Centre, riga, Latvia (2010), And Then came 
johnny, with Liudvikas Buklys, tulips & roses, Brussels, Belgium (2008), Down the rabbit hole: meeting 
the familiar, rael Artel project space, tartu, Estonia (2008), and The ideal Academy, Westphalian Art 
Association, Münster, Germany (2007). Gerlikas lives and works in vilnius, Lithuania.

Sara ramo (b. 1975, Madrid, spain) received a BA from the school of Applied Arts and Crafts, Madrid, 
spain, in 1995, and both a BA in painting in 2002 and an MA in visual Arts in 2007 from the school of 
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fine Arts, federal University of Minas Gerais, Belo Horizonte, Brazil. ramo’s recent solo shows include 
Sin heroismos, por favor, Centro de Arte Dos de Mayo C2M, Madrid (2012); Bienvenido, AECi, Cultural 
Center of spain in Montevideo, Uruguay (2011); and The Band of Seven, EAC, Contemporary Art space, 
Montevideo (2011), among others. she has participated in several international group shows and festivals 
such as The Near and the elsewhere, pM Gallery & House, London, UK (2012); 29th Bienal de são paulo, 
palace of Arts, Belo Horizonte, Brazil (2011); commercial Brake, Garage projects, 54th venice Biennale, 
italy (2011); and Bring to light: Nuit Blanche New York 2011, New York, NY (2011). ramo currently lives and 
works in spain and Brazil.

alexander UGay (b. 1978, Kyzil-Orda, Kazakhstan) graduated from state University of Law, Biskek, 
Kyrgyzstan (2002), where he founded the creative group Bronepoezd with artist roman Maskalev in 
2000. His artistic practice mainly involves the use of photography and video as a means of exploring and 
documenting history’s development and influence on modern situations, as well as the notion that provisional 
life can be compared and cross-referenced between cultures. Ugay’s work has been exhibited internationally 
in numerous shows and festivals. recent exhibitions include the Asian Art Biennial, medi(t)ation, National 
taiwan Museum of fine Arts (2011); sharjah Biennial 10, UAE (2011); Promises of the Past, Centre 
pompidou, paris, france (2010); venice Biennale of Architecture, The Bearable lightness of Being The 
metaphor of Space 2, italy (2010); New Museum triennial, The Generational: Younger Than jesus, New 
York, NY (2009); the 9th istanbul Biennial, foundation for Culture and Arts, turkey (2005). Ugay currently 
lives and works in Almaty, Kazakhstan.

JonathaS de andrade (b. 1982, Maceió, Brazil) graduated from the Universidad Federal de Pernambuco, 
Brazil, in 2007. Using photography-based research methods, de Andrade explores the social and cultural 
conditions and contexts of geographical and personal space. His artistic concerns include the dichotomy 
between the individual and collective memory, expressed in his work by the weaving of artifacts and archival 
materials of a specific cultural history into fictional narratives characterized by romance and nostalgia. He 
has exhibited widely, including a solo show at Marcantônio vilaça, rio de Janeiro, Brazil (2012), and several 
international group exhibitions including the New museum Triennial, The Ungovernables, New York, NY 
(2012); the 12th istanbul Biennial, foundation for Culture and Arts, turkey (2011); and panorama da Arte 
Brasiliera, Museum of Modern Art, são paolo, Brazil (2011). He is recipient of the 2012 Marcantônio vilaça 
Award and was a pipA Award finalist in 2011. De Andrade currently lives and works in recife, Brazil.

deanna Bowen (b. 1969, Oakland, California) received her BfA in sculpture from Emily Carr College 
of Art and Design, vancouver, Canada (1994), and her Mvs (Master of visual studies) from the University 
of toronto, Canada (1998). solo exhibitions have been held at numerous galleries in toronto, including A 
space Window Gallery (2010), Women’s Art resource Centre (2009), as well as multiple shows at fleishman 
Gallery (2006 7). Upcoming solo and group exhibitions in Canada will be held at Gallery44 as part of the 
images festival of independent film, video & New Media, toronto (2012); Art Gallery of York University, 
toronto (2013); and Art Gallery of Windsor, Ontario (2014 15). she has participated in numerous group 
exhibitions, most recently Projections of home with penny McCann, Ottawa Art Gallery, Canada (2012). 
Bowen has been the recipient of awards, grants, and fellowships including the 2011 Media Arts research 
and production Grant, Canada Council for the Arts, and the 2007 Graduate fine Arts fellowship, University 
of toronto. she has organized, moderated, and presented multiple artist talks and art events, and contributed 
to numerous publications including several catalogues and periodicals. Bowen is currently based in toronto, 
Canada.
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wok the rock (b. 1975, Madiun, indonesia) studied visual Communication Design at indonesia institute 
of the Arts in Yogyakarta, indonesia. He is a founding member of ruang MEs 56, a Yogyakarta-based 
nonprofit exhibition space, where he held his first solo exhibition of photographic work in 2003. He has since 
continued to participate in group exhibitions at ruang MEs 56, often as a member of artist collective MEs56. 
His works have been included in the Cp Biennale, Jakarta, indonesia (2005); the Yogyakarta Biennale, 
indonesia (2003); and the 6th international Digital Art Exhibition and Colloquium, Havana, Cuba (2004). He 
has exhibited in numerous group exhibitions including codex code, Kedai Kebun forum, indonesia (2010); 
common Sense, Galeri Nasional, indonesia (2009); Secured Area, National Gallery, Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia 
(2009); let Arts move You Art Project, KtM Commuter trains, Malaysia (2007); and where Troubles melt 
like lemon Drops, Academie voor schone Kunsten Hogeschool, Antwerpen, Belgium (2005), among others. 
Wok the rock was awarded a silver medal at the Cintra pariwara Ad festival for his television advertisement 
Kopi Blandongan in 2005. He currently runs his online record label Yes No Wave Music, as well as produces 
and distributes video Battle, a compiled video art periodical. He lives in Yogyakarta, indonesia.
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CuRATORs
aBdallah karroUm (b. 1970, Morocco) works as a curator, publisher and independent artistic director. 
He has organized and co-curated numerous international exhibitions and programs for various institutions in-
cluding capcMusée d’art contemporain de Bordeaux, where he worked from 1993 – 1996; the 2006 DAK’Art 
Biennial for African Contemporary Art; the position papers program in the Gwangju Bienniale 2008 (invited 
by the artistic director Okwui Enwezor), and the 2009 Marrakech Biennale, among others. Karroum is also 
a member of the prince pierre Monaco foundation’s Artistic Council for its international Contemporary Art 
prize. He is the founder and artistic director of several art projects: his most notable, L’appartement 22, is an 
experimental collaborative space for exhibitions and artists’ residencies founded in 2002 in rabat, Morocco; 
and the Le Bout Du Monde art expeditions, a long term project which has taken place in different locations 
around the globe since 2000. in 2007 Karroum launched the web radio r22 as an extension of L’appartment 
22. Abdellah Karroum is based in paris and rabat.

maria lind (b. 1966, stockholm, sweden) is director of the tensta Konsthall, stockholm, sweden, and an 
independent curator and writer interested in exploring the formats and methodologies connected with the 
contemporary art institution. she was director of the graduate program at the Center for Curatorial studies, 
Bard College, NY (2008–10); director of lAspis, stockholm (2005–7); and director of the Munich Kunstverein, 
Germany (2002–4). previously, she was curator at Moderna Museet, stockholm (from 1997–2001); and in 
1998 was co-curator of Manifesta 2, Europe’s nomadic biennial of contemporary art. Lind was the 2009 re-
cipient of the Walter Hopps Award for Curatorial Achievement. A compendium of her essays, Selected maria 
lind writing, was published by sternberg press (2010).

VirGiniJa JanUSkeViciUte (b. 1979, Šiauliai, Lithuania) is currently curator at the Contemporary Art 
Centre (CAC) in vilnius, Lithuania, where she has organized numerous projects including The joy is Not 
mentioned (2007), part of an ongoing young Lithuanian artists series, featuring Egle Budvytyte, Goda 
Budvytyte, and ieva Miseviciute, and for the first and the Second Time (2008), an exhibition of artists in-
vestigating the history of modernism, in collaboration with stroom, a center for visual arts and architecture 
based in the Hague, the Netherlands. Current projects include programming the reading room, CAC’s 
venue for talks, discussions, lectures, performances, and presentations as well at curatorial and artistic 
experimentation.

Veronica corderiro (b. 1974, são paulo, Brazil) is a curator and writer based in Montevideo, Uruguay. 
she studied Art History at the University of Edinburgh, UK, and has an MA in visual Anthropology from 
Goldsmiths College, University of London, UK. she is a founder of Surcontexto.org, an independent organi-
zation devoted to research and curating in context within the field of contemporary South and Latin American 
art and history. Her ongoing projects include Plato crítico, an art criticism platform that takes place monthly 
in different galleries and museums in Montevideo, and inter/View, an audiovisual project with Dokumental 
Collective that maps thought-processes through interviews with artists, curators, philosophers, writers, and 
others. Recent curatorial projects include two survey shows of Brazilian artist and filmmaker Cao Guimarães: 
Le monde atmosphère, Galerie Xippas, paris, france (2011), and inmersión Sensoria, a residency and 
exhibition, sUBtE, Montevideo (2010); and a six-week residency and exhibition of new work of rosângela 
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Rennó, Montevideo (2011 12). Current projects include an exhibition of new work by Pablo Uribe and a ret-
rospective of Ernesto Vila. Publications include an interview with Rosângela Rennó for BeS Photo, Lisbon, 
portugal (2012) and an essay on the collective Alonso+craciun for marcelina, são paulo, Brazil (2011), 
as well as numerous catalogue essays and articles in Art Nexus, Arte y Parte, trans>arts.cultures.media, 
Trópico, and marcelina, among others.

leeza ahmady (b. Kabul, Afghanistan) is a New York-based independent curator, director of Asian 
Contemporary Art Week (ACAW), and a dOCUMENtA(13) agent. Ahmady has traveled widely in Central 
Asia, presenting the largely unknown artists of the region in international art forums such as the venice 
Biennale, istanbul Biennial, and Asia Art Archive in Hong Kong. Ahmady’s notable exhibitions include The 
Taste of others, apexart, New York, NY (2005); The Paradox of Polarity: contemporary Art from central 
Asia, Bose pacia, New York (2007); Parable of the Garden: New media Art from iran and central Asia, 
College of New Jersey Art Gallery, Ewing (2008); i Dream of the Stans, Winkleman Gallery, New York, and 
MArtE–Museo de Arte de El salvador, san salvador (2008); Tarjama / Translation, Queens Museum of 
Art, flushing, New York (2009) and Herbert f. Johnson Museum of Art, Cornell University, ithaca, New York 
(2010). She is a founding member of a number of nonprofit organizations in the US and Central Asia, such 
as Center for Contemporary Arts Afghanistan (CCAA).

PaBlo león de la Barra (b. 1972, Mexico City, Mexico) is an exhibition maker, cultural researcher, and 
independent curator. León de la Barra has a PhD in History and Theories from the Architectural Association, 
London, UK. De la Barra has curated numerous exhibitions internationally, as well as written for many pres-
tigious publications and participated in many symposiums where relevant topics have been discussed. He is 
editor of his own blog, the Centre for the Aesthetic Revolution. Pablo León de la Barra is based in London, 
UK.

Srimoyee mitra  is a curator and writer. she has written for publications in india such as time Out Mumbai, 
Art India—The Art News Magazine of India, and served as artistic director of Ek Aur Level Chalte Chalte: 
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